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This is the best time of year to have friends up North if you live in the South.
And when I say “up North,” I’m not talking about those who live just on 

the other side of the Mason-Dixon Line or anyplace that could be described 
as the Midwest. No, I mean waaay up north, where they talk with funny 
accents and think being a Yankee is a pedigree and can see Canada from 
their houses.

That far north.
As for why it’s a good time of year to have those far-removed friends, 

that’s simple: Here in Arkansas spring is practically upon us. Sure, January 
may still officially be winter according to the Farmer’s Almanac, but it won’t 
be long until the flower bulbs shake themselves out of their short winter’s 
nap and start shoving fronds up through the dirt. 

But for my friends in New York state and Pennsylvania and Maine and 
especially Canada? Not so much. And that’s always made for some fun 
conversations. As they’re comparing the sizes of their snow shovels, I 
gleefully remind them that where I live, spring arrives in February. While 
they’re trudging around in mukluks and three layers of thermal underwear, 
I’ll be knocking about in a T-shirt and flip-flops enjoying birdsong and 
sunshine.

Okay, I may be exaggerating just a little bit. But it’s worth it to see them 
glower.

Now, don’t get me wrong — my gentle ribbing isn’t mean-spirited at all. 
Or not much. And it’s in response to a very profound emotion I experience 
while listening to these friends describe what life is like in the Snow Belt. 
And that emotion is fear.

The humorist Gene Weingarten of The Washington Post has theorized 
that mankind developed a sense of humor as a way of handling fear — to 
wit, nothing calms your nerves like a good laugh. And honestly, some of 
what my Northern friends have told me about their winters is downright 
scary. It’s the sheer scale that puts me back on my heels.

Now, I’m not talking about your workaday stories of tall drifts and 
whiteouts and icicles dangling overhead like swords of Damocles. No, I’m 
taking about things that rearrange some of your basic concepts.

Take the snowplow, for example. Here in Arkansas, as far as I can tell, that 
means slapping a bulldozer blade on the front of a dump truck or the like, 
then running it down the street a few times until the snow is scraped into the 
gutter. But a friend of mine who grew up in one of the New England states 

once told me how the highway department could clear three feet of snow 
from the interstate in a single pass by running a trio of giant snowplows in 
tandem, just shunting it all off to one side. 

I thought about the width of your typical interstate. And snow up to my 
waist. And clearing it off in one fell swoop. And then I thought about having 
to be prepared to repeatedly do this every single year. That, folks, is winter.

But perhaps the scariest idea ever presented to me was by a friend who 
had once been stationed in Alaska who casually mentioned that she’d bought 
her first block heater the year before, and it made her feel like a real Alaskan.

A what? asked I.
A block heater, she explained, was this contraption you installed on the 

engine block of your car. That way when you went somewhere in the dead 
of winter — to shop for groceries, say, or a new moose — you could plug 
it into the handy electrical outlets most stores provided in their parking 
lots. The block heater would keep your motor warm while you conducted 
your business so that when you came back out and started up the car the 
thermal shock wouldn’t crack your engine in twain.

Let’s review that last bit again: Weather so cold, you can break your engine 
block by merely starting the car.

Folks, I like wintertime and I enjoy a good snowball fight as much as 
the next overgrown adolescent, but that’s a little extreme. And it demands 
a certain amount of respect. Yet when I turn the calendar over for a new 
year and gaze out across the inch-and-a-half of damp snow that qualifies 
as a blizzard here, I just can’t resist the urge to pester my friends up North.

Of course, they turn the tables on me every year. That’s because not long 
after their last snows have melted, the mercury in our thermometers has 
begun its inexorable climb toward “inferno.” And I’ll get calls or e-mails or 
texts from them in late May and early June, telling me something along the 
lines of, “I’ve been wandering around in the yard today with a windbreaker 
on to ward off the cool breeze and, speaking of the weather, what’s the 
temperature down there where you live? You know, I don’t think we’re 
supposed to see a 90 until … hmmm … maybe late August? Maybe.”

Well, turnabout et cetera. But all the same, as soon as the first daffodils 
poke their yellow noggins out of the ground late next month, I’m taking 
pictures and sending them to my Northern friends to wish them a happy 
spring.

Eric Francis is a freelance writer living in North Little Rock.
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